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AMERICAN EAGLE

30 SUPER CARRY

30 SUPER CARRY

Shooting’s biggest cartridge introduction in decades is getting off to a powerful
start with Federal Premium® HST®. Federal’s all-new 30 Super Carry bridges
the largest performance gap in handgun self-defense. Its .312-inch diameter
projectile carries as much muzzle energy as 9mm Luger, with terminal
performance that far exceeds that of 380 Auto. The proven HST bullet design
gets even more from the cartridge, driving even deeper penetration and larger
expansion. The physical dimensions of the 30 Super Carry cartridge allow more
magazine capacity than 9mm Luger.

Train hard with the most significant cartridge release in generations.
American Eagle®, loaded in Federal® Ammunition’s 30 Super Carry cartridge,
provides an extremely similar feel and point of impact as its HST counterpart
for extremely effective training. The cartridge itself provides the power of the
9mm Luger with comparable felt recoil. The .312-inch diameter projectile carries
the same energy as 9mm Luger with better ballistics than 380 Auto and more
magazine capacity than 9mm Luger.
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BARE GEL

FORCE X2 SHORTY

HST

12 GAUGE

357 MAGNUM AND 327 FEDERAL MAGNUM

Federal has combined the power of two of our newest technologies to create
a shotshell option that changes the nature of self-defense. Force X2™ Shorty™
shells measure just 1 ¾ inches but hold a payload of six 00 segmenting buckshot
engineered to split into two equal pieces on impact. When used with firearms
designed to cycle sub-length shotshells like the Mossberg 590S, the loads offer
much higher magazine capacities with up to twice the wound channels over
standard buckshot loads.

Fuel your magnum revolver with the power of Federal Premium HST thanks to new
offerings in 357 Magnum and 327 Magnum. The proven bullet design fully utilizes the
magnum performance of these cartridges to maximize expansion and hit critical
penetration depths. The specially designed hollow point won’t plug while passing
through a variety of barriers, and the bullet jacket and core hold together to provide
nearly 100 percent weight retention through even the toughest materials.

TROPHY COPPER

GOLD MEDAL BERGER

6.5 PRC

6MM CREEDMOOR AND 6.5 PRC

The 6.5 PRC cartridge has earned the respect of elite long-range shooters. We’ve
combined that performance with our Trophy® Copper bullet design to offer hunters
an even more effective option. The new 120-grain load provides pinpoint accuracy
and aggressive expansion, yet produces limited, manageable recoil. The copper,
polymer-tipped bullet retains up to 99 percent of its weight on impact for deep
penetration on a wide range of medium game.

Federal® has expanded the trusted Gold Medal® rifle ammunition line with new
109-grain 6mm Creedmoor and 140-grain 6.5 PRC loads. These fast, flat-shooting
cartridges have proven themselves in competition and are loaded with Gold Medal
match primers, Federal brass and specially formulated propellant.

HIGH OVER ALL

HAMMERDOWN

12 GAUGE

444 MARLIN AND 35 REM.

Engineered for the most elite trap, skeet and sporting clays shooters,
Federal Premium® High Over All™ leaves a trail of shattered targets
in its wake and more reloads per shell. Its hard, high-antimony lead
payload and exclusive one-piece Podium™ wad produce the most consistent
patterns, while the solid brass head and tapered, one-piece hull make reloading
easier than ever. It’s the ultimate competition load for the world’s best shooters.

We’re opening up the performance and power of HammerDown™ to hunters who
shoot 35 Rem. and 444 Marlin. Velocities are customized to produce superior
ballistics and terminal performance through lever-action barrel lengths. The
construction of the molecularly bonded soft point bullets has also been adjusted
for the best accuracy and expansion at those velocities. The geometry of each
round’s case, bullet and cartridge ensures flawless cycling through tubular
magazine and typical lever-action feeding systems.

TOP GUN WITH PAPER WAD

FUSION

12 GAUGE

6.5 PRC

Experience the clay-crushing performance of one of our most trusted target loads
and leave less plastic downrange. Select Federal Top Gun® offerings combine the
new Paper Wad, cellulose-based filler and a paper gas-sealing over-powder wad to
maximize patterns while reducing shooters’ impact. Available in both lead and steel
payload options.

Fusion® was the first rifle ammunition specifically built for deer hunting—and it’s still
the best, offering the best expansion and weight retention in its class. It’s an ideal
match for the new 6.5 PRC cartridge, which has quickly caught hunters’ attention
thanks to its long-range accuracy, flat trajectory and manageable recoil. Paired with
the Fusion bullet’s molecularly fused jacket and pressure-formed core, the new load
provides tag-filling penetration and stopping power.

BARE GEL

UPLAND STEEL WITH PAPER WAD

HI-BRASS GAME LOAD

PUNCH

12 GAUGE

20 GAUGE

44 S&W SPECIAL

Put more birds on the ground—and less plastic.
Federal® Upland Steel uses the new Paper Wad,
cellulose-based filler and a paper gas-sealing
over-powder wad to produce effective patterns
while significantly reducing the amount of plastic
left in the field. Its high velocity makes the most
of the 1-ounce steel payload.

Woods or fields. Fur or feathers.
Federal Hi-Brass Game Loads have you
covered, and there’s a new 20-gauge,
3-inch 1 ¼-ounce option available in
5 and 6 shot. The loads are carefully
crafted and packed with features that
provide reliable, effective performance
on a variety of upland game.

Shooters who choose to protect themselves with the powerful
44 S&W Spl. can now opt for the versatility of Federal Punch™.
Like all loads in the line, the 180-grain offering was developed
using Federal Ammunition’s decades of experience designing
the world’s finest defensive handgun loads. The bullet’s skived
jacket and soft lead core produce the best expansion and
penetration for real-world defense, while its sealed primer
delivers the reliable function and ignition you need.

CLEAN-22 REALTREE

GOLD DOT

22 LR

30 SUPER CARRY

Concealment meets clean. CCI® Clean-22® Realtree® bottles hold 400 rounds,
and their exclusive green, tan and black polymer bullet coating reduces copper
and lead fouling in the barrel. The coating doesn’t leave a residue and cuts lead
buildup in suppressors 60 to 80 percent. The 40-grain round nose lead bullet’s
geometry has been optimized for accuracy and is ideal for both targets
and small game.

The power of 9mm Luger with more magazine capacity. The No. 1 bullet choice of law
enforcement with the biggest handgun cartridge introduction in generations. It all
comes together in all-new Gold Dot® 30 Super Carry. The cartridge uses a .312-inch
diameter projectile to deliver as much muzzle energy as 9mm Luger, with terminal
performance that far exceeds that of 380 Auto. The bonded Gold Dot bullet design
gets even more from the cartridge, with higher weight retention, deeper penetration
and more effective expansion.

BLAZER BRASS LEAD-FREE CLEAN-FIRE

BLAZER BRASS

9MM LUGER

30 SUPER CARRY

Hit the range and leave without a trace. New Blazer® Brass Lead-Free Clean-Fire®
provides consistent, accurate performance on targets without leaving any lead
behind on the range itself or in the air. It uses the lead-free Clean-Fire primer and
flat-nose, lead-free projectiles that are as safe and accurate as traditional FMJ
bullets—through all guns and against all targets.

Prepare yourself for any encounter with the handgun cartridge that’s changing
concealed carry forever. The 30 Super Carry cartridge provides the power
of the 9mm Luger in a smaller package. Its .312-inch diameter projectile carries
the same energy as 9mm Luger at the muzzle, with better ballistics than 380 Auto.
Blazer Brass 30 Super Carry uses reliable FMJ bullets, reloadable brass, and quality
primers and propellants.

HEVI-XII

HEVI-HAMMER UPLAND

12 GAUGE

12 & 20 GAUGE

Outperform steel in every category. HEVI-XII™ uses a payload of 12 g/cc density
pellets to let hunters drop down three shot sizes from their typical steel payload
and achieve the same downrange energy with the benefit of a tighter pattern and
more lethal pellets on target.

With 15 percent of its payload made up of high-density bismuth (9.64 g/cc) layered
over precision-steel pellets, HEVI-Hammer™ kills cleanly at a more affordable price.
The bismuth packs nearly 50 percent more power than equivalent steel at 40 yards
(6.67 ft-lb vs. 4.49 ft-lb for No. 2 shot). Available in 12 and 20 gauge.

HEVI-HAMMER DOVE
12 & 20 GAUGE
This load uses the same science as HEVI-Hammer Upland, with a layer of high-density bismuth
(9.64 g/cc) stacked over precision-steel pellets. However, its No. 7 bismuth shot provides
an even larger cone of lethality and higher pellet counts for fast, hard-to-hit doves. These
100 percent non-toxic payloads reduce the impact of high-volume shoots and are ideal for
anywhere lead is prohibited.

